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2Abstract
The nuclear pore supports molecular communication between cytoplasm and nucleus in eukaryotic 
cells. Selective transport of proteins is mediated by soluble receptors, whose regulation by the small 
GTPase Ran leads to cargo accumulation in, or depletion from the nucleus, i.e., nuclear import or 
nuclear export. We consider the operation of this transport system by a combined analytical and 
experimental approach. Provocative predictions of a simple model were tested using cell-free nuclei 
reconstituted in  Xenopus egg extract, a system well suited to quantitative studies. We found that 
accumulation capacity is limited, so that introduction of one import cargo leads to egress of another. 
Clearly, the pore per se does not determine transport directionality. Moreover, different cargo reach 
a similar ratio of nuclear to cytoplasmic concentration in steady-state. The model shows that this 
ratio should in fact be independent of the receptor-cargo affinity, though kinetics may be strongly 
influenced. Numerical conservation of the system components highlights a conflict  between the 
observations and the popular concept of transport cycles.  We suggest that  chemical partitioning 
provides  a  framework  to  understand  the  capacity  to  generate  concentration  gradients  by 
equilibration of the receptor-cargo intermediary.
3Introduction
Enclosure of the genome within a nucleus is a defining feature of all eukaryotes. The spatial 
separation  of  the  chromatin  from  the  cytoplasm  demands  a  system  for  regulated  molecular 
communication. The portal for this traffic is the nuclear pore, a large protein channel that traverses 
both the outer and inner bilayer membranes that comprise the nuclear envelope (NE) (Schwartz TU, 
2005; Alber F et al, 2007). The nuclear pore is typically present in multiple copies, a few hundred in 
yeast to several thousand in mammalian tissue culture cells. In amphibian oocytes their number may 
reach into the millions, while a recent electron tomographic study of the smallest known eukaryote, 
O.  taurus,  found  only  a  few  nuclear  pores  (Henderson  GP  et  al,  2007).  Three-dimensional 
reconstruction techniques have been applied to Xenopus oocytes, amoeba, and yeast, with a strong 
structural similarity in all species examined to date (Akey CW et al, 1993; Stoffler D et al, 1999; 
Beck M et al, 2007; Hinshaw JE et al, 1992; Yang Q et al, 1998). In addition, a nearly complete 
proteomic picture is available for yeast and human cells (Rout MP et al, 2000; Cronshaw JM et al, 
2002). Nucleoporins of closely related species show very high sequence homology, while homology 
between nucleoporins of distant species may be as low as 20%. This sequence divergence has been 
used to trace evolutionary development of eukaryotes (Mans BJ et al, 2004; Bapteste E et al, 2005; 
Devos D et al, 2004; Denning DP et al, 2007) and may have reached a maximal level consistent 
with structural  preservation. Most intriguingly,  yeast  carrying quite drastic temperature-sensitive 
modifications of the nuclear pores still maintained cell viability (Strawn LA et al, 2004; Zeitler B et 
al,  2004).  These  observations  show that  the  basic  operation  of  the nucleocytoplasmic  transport 
system should be maintained across a great diversity of implementations.
As  a  biological  channel,  the  nuclear  pore  is  unique  for  the  broad  spectrum  of 
macromolecular traffic it supports. Messenger RNA, ribosomal subunits, and transfer RNA must 
move from their sites of synthesis in the nucleus to the cytoplasm where proteins are translated. 
Conversely, proteins present in the nucleus must have entered it from the cytoplasm. Two modes of 
transport are distinguished in the literature. Small molecules, including water, ions, metabolites, and 
some proteins may pass the pore diffusively. This has traditionally been called “passive” transport. 
Conversely,  the  traffic  of  larger  substrates  is  highly selective,  and depends  on interaction  with 
soluble, intermediary receptors that usher them through the pore as a complex (Macara IG, 2001; 
Görlich D et  al,  1999).  These  receptors  typically  recognize  peptide  signals  on the  cargo.  Thus 
nuclear localization signals (NLS) govern nuclear import  via interaction with “importin” family 
receptors, and nuclear export signals (NES) encode nuclear export through interaction with related 
“exportin” receptors. As suggested by the nomenclature, transport events are often considered to be 
irreversible; once delivered, a transport substrate should remain in the target compartment unless 
and  until  it  is  specifically  returned  by  a  receptor  of  the  opposite  sense.  More  than  20  such 
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date in humans (Pemberton LF et al, 2005). Cognate signals have been identified for a few of these, 
in particular the classical NLS types for importin  α/β (Kalderon D et al, 1984; Robbins J et al, 
1991), M9 and other signals for transportin (Pollard VW et al, 1996; Lee BJ et al, 2006), and NES 
for CRM1 (Fornerod M et al, 1997; Fukuda M et al, 1997; Ossareh-Nazari B et al, 1997; Stade K et 
al, 1997; Wen W et al, 1995). Because of the ability of the nuclear pore and associated receptors to 
move  the  substrate  into  the  nucleus  (or  cytoplasm)  against  a  gradient,  and  because  of  the 
dependence  on  nucleotide  triphosphate  hydrolysis,  the  underlying  mechanism  has  been  called 
“active” nucleocytoplasmic transport.
The interaction of NLS or NES cargo proteins with their cognate receptors is regulated by a 
small GTPase, Ran. Receptor-mediated transport is driven by a spatial gradient of RanGTP, which 
is high in the nucleus and low in the cytoplasm (Kalab P et al, 2002). This gradient is established by 
the localization of the guanosine exchange factor RanGEF, RCC1, in the nucleus, and the GTPase 
activating protein RanGAP on the cytoplasmic face of the nuclear pore itself. Transport receptors of 
different types bind RanGTP competitively or cooperatively with their cargo; the former lead to 
nuclear accumulation, the importins, and the latter to depletion, the exportins. These interactions are 
normally described in terms of transport “cycles”. For nuclear “import”, a receptor-cargo complex 
forms in the cytoplasm but is abrogated by RanGTP in the nucleus, leaving the cargo effectively 
stranded  there.  The  receptor-RanGTP  pair  then  returns  to  the  cytoplasm,  where  the  GTP is 
hydrolyzed and the receptor freed for another round of import. Conversely, for nuclear “export”, a 
trimeric complex forms in the nucleus, passes the nuclear pore, and breaks up upon arrival in the 
cytoplasm when the GTP is hydrolyzed. The export receptor re-enters the nucleus empty of cargo. 
As both these receptor types essentially export RanGTP, a distinct receptor is required to maintain 
the nuclear level of Ran. NTF2 binds to RanGDP and releases it upon GTP exchange (Ribbeck K et 
al,  1998;  Smith  A et  al,  1998;  Steggerda  SM et  al,  2000).  In  the  transport  cycles  picture,  the 
RanGTP gradient  is  ultimately  responsible  for  directional  transport  through the  pore,  and GTP 
hydrolysis is tightly coupled to translocation.
An intriguing addition to the picture above is that the major import receptor, importin  β1, 
normally operates as a heterodimer with an adapter molecule, importin α. Isoforms of α may then 
recognize  different  NLS,  increasing  the  versatility  of  the  β1 receptor  (Köhler  M et  al,  1999). 
Additional roles for  α have been proposed in regulating cargo transport  (Riddick G et al, 2007). 
Importantly, α is auto-inhibited for cargo binding to conventional NLS in the absence of β (Fanara P 
et al, 2000; Harreman MT et al, 2003; Fradin C et al, 2003; Catimel B et al, 2001), so that prior 
assembly of the heterodimer is required for binding. On the other hand, there is evidence that  α 
crosses  the nuclear  pore without  β (Miyamoto Y et  al,  2002), and may act  independently  as  a 
transport receptor for certain substrates (Kotera I et al, 2005; Hübner S et al, 1999). In the nucleus, 
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binds a different receptor, CAS, together with RanGTP. In this respect, CAS is an “exporter” for α. 
Thus in the “cycles” picture, two RanGTP molecules are normally required for the import of a 
single cargo by importin β1. Certain substrates bind directly to β1 without an adapter (Lam MH et 
al, 1999; Lee SJ et al, 2003; Cingolani G et al, 2002). Thus energy dissipation as GTP hydrolysis 
may be coupled one-to-one or two-to-one per translocation event.
In addition to regulation by Ran, the nuclear pore might possess some structural asymmetry 
that could contribute to the apparent directionality of transport through it.  Several observations of 
retrograde transport  lie at odds with such a suggestion, however  (Schmidt-Zachmann MS et al, 
1993;  Nachury  MV et  al,  1999;  Becskei  A et  al,  2003).  Computer  simulation  shows  that  net 
accumulation may be achieved without a specific assumption of vectorial transport (Görlich D et al, 
2003).  We  have  recently  published  quantitative  experimental  data  testing  the  machinery  of 
nucleocytoplasmic transport in cell-free nuclei reconstituted from Xenopus egg extract (Kopito RB 
et al, 2007). This model system supports a transport analogy to classical enzymology, where cargo 
is  converted  from  a  cytoplasmic  to  a  nuclear  form  (Stein  WD,  1989).  Our  work  justified  a 
thermodynamic view of transport as a process of molecular partitioning based on equilibration of 
the  receptor-cargo  intermediate.  We found that  nuclear  accumulation  follows  simple  first-order 
kinetics, with a saturating level in the nucleus that depends on the concentration of cargo in the 
cytoplasm. The saturation curve represented a stable coexistence in the cargo distribution, in that 
the same conditions were reached by accumulation or by dilution of the cargo in the cytoplasm. At 
steady-state a balanced,  fast flux of cargo was maintained in both directions across the nuclear 
pores, mediated by the “import” receptor. In contrast to any presumption of irreversible delivery, the 
pore machinery allowed the receptor-cargo complex to exchange freely between the nucleus and 
cytoplasm.
In this work, we explore the kinetic or thermodynamic operation of the nuclear pore by a 
combined approach of modeling and experiment. We first translate the Ran-regulation model into 
the  language  of  chemical  thermodynamics.  The  derivation  makes  a  number  of  challenging 
predictions, which we then test experimentally. Specifically, we find a strong coupling between the 
accumulation of distinct import cargoes, which is consistent with a maximal capacity for the system 
as a whole. We show further that different cargoes addressing the same receptor reach the same 
nuclear to cytoplasmic concentration ratios in steady state. This indicates that the fluorescent probe 
indeed displays the state of the endogenous, non-fluorescent cargoes present as well in the cell 
extract. We then reexamine the thermodynamic model and the consequences of conservation in the 
numbers of transport  factors.  While NTRs and Ran move between the cytoplasmic and nuclear 
compartments, they are not created, nor destroyed, as a part of the cargo transport process. We find 
that RanGTP egress cannot rely exclusively on the import receptor, and that the common feature of 
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involved. Together, the model and experiments offer a view of nucleocytoplasmic transport as an 
integrated cellular system.
Results
Basic model
In modeling, we consider the nuclear pore as a selective barrier. Its permeability for each 
substrate S is denoted pS. The concentration of RanGTP is [R], and RanGDP [R']; the NTF2 receptor 
is  [N].  [C]  denotes  the  concentration  of  an  NLS-bearing  cargo  and  [T]  the  cognate 
nucleoctyoplasmic  transport  receptor  (e.g.,  importin  α/β dimer),  or  NTR.  [E]  denote  exportins, 
which carry cargo cooperatively with RanGTP. For simplicity  we consider  that  [E]  collectively 
includes  CAS. Superscripts  C and  N denote concentrations in  the cytoplasm or in  the nucleus, 
respectively.  Subscripts  fr  represent  free  factors  in  equilibrium  with  their  potential  complex 
partners. Table I lists the available interactions in the nuclear and cytoplasmic environments.
We first summarize our earlier phenomenological model (Kopito RB et al, 2007). NTRs and 
their cargoes interact via: [T ] [C ] ⇔ [TC ] . Since cytoplasmic Ran is in the GDP form ([R]C = 
0), [TC]C can reach a simple binding equilibrium in relation to [C]C with affinity K: 
(1) [TC ]C =
[T tot]
C [C ]C
K
1[C ]
C
K
. 
At the initial stage of accumulation ( 0][ 0 ==
N
tC ), the influx of [TC]C takes place into an environment 
that is empty of both [C]N and [TC]N. The exchange reaction between receptor-bound cargo and 
RanGTP is expressed as:
(2) [TC ]N  [ R fr]
N ⇔ [TR]N  [C ]N . 
Even as [C]N begins to rise, [TC]N remains close to zero since the receptors have higher affinity to 
[R]N. Nuclear cargo may bind to fixed sites, e.g. on chromatin, in which case it is lost from the reach 
of the transport system. Alternatively, the cargo protein may remain soluble in the nucleoplasm, 
perhaps after saturating its binding sites if the concentration suffices. Accumulation will progress 
until the nuclear cargo competes with RanGTP for binding the transport receptor. Detailed balance 
occurs  when  the  higher  affinity  of  RanGTP  for  the  receptor  is  compensated  by  the  higher 
concentration of the soluble nuclear cargo. Steady state is obtained when the concentrations of the 
NTR-cargo complex inside and outside of the nucleus are balanced: CNSS TCTC ][][ = . 
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When considering assays based on fluorescent probes introduced to cell extracts, the new 
cargo enters an environment that is crowded with endogenous NLS-cargoes. These may already 
have reached a steady-state distribution. A similar situation occurs in live cells where signaling or 
synthesis of a new nuclear protein occurs on the background of prior homeostasis, including both 
specific  binding and non-specific  competition.  Transport  assays that follow a single fluorescent 
tracer must take into account this background of endogenous factors, as NTRs may interact with a 
variety of different cellular cargoes. We can consider these in the framework of multiple substrates 
that  compete  for  binding  to  a  single  enzyme  (Dixon  M  et  al,  1964;  Haldane  JBS,  1965). 
Specifically, multiple NLS cargoes, as well as RanGTP, bind to the NTR, which lowers the free 
energetic barrier for their passage through the nuclear pore. We may categorize the cargoes into one 
fluorescent  tracer,  [Cx],  with affinity  to  the receptor  Kx,  and the remaining endogenous cargoes 
indexed as [Ce], each with receptor affinity Ke. The association of a receptor with a given cargo, in 
quasi-equilibrium, is given by the product of their concentrations divided by the mutual affinity, 
normalized by the affinity-weighted sum of all other components interacting with the same receptor. 
Local equilibration of the NTR-cargo complexes in the cytoplasm and the nucleus thus yields:
(3)
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By equating equations (3) and (4), we obtain that the nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio at steady-state is 
equal for any cargo species:
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SSe
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SSx
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C
C
C
][
][
][
][
=  . 
The  index  x can  in  fact  represent  any  cargo,  where  the  set  of  all  the  others  is  considered 
endogenous. The relation then holds for any and all cargo species. The individual affinities for the 
receptor, K, do not appear in the ratio as the denominators present a sum over all cargo, endogenous 
and  probe  alike.  The  receptor  affinity  of  the  probe  cargo,  Kx,  may  affect  the  kinetics  of  its 
accumulation, as well as the value of the final steady-state ratio, but that value will be common to 
all cargoes. 
If  endogenous  cargoes  outnumber  NTRs,  so  that  most  receptors  are  occupied,  i.e., 
∑
{e}
[TC e ]
C ≈ [T tot ]
C
, then an increment in the cargo concentration upon adding the probe will 
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receptor-cargo species will experience some readjustment according to the relative affinities: 
(6)
x
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e
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][
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=  . 
Whatever [C x]  is added to the cytoplasm, it will cause a decrease in [TC e]
C , and [TC e]
N
will have to decrease in order to reestablish the new steady-state conditions. As a result, a chemical 
gradient in the endogenous cargo appears, in a direction opposite to that of the probe. While the 
probe accumulates in the nucleus, the thermodynamic model predicts that a compensatory efflux of 
receptors with endogenous cargoes should occur into the cytoplasm.
Experimental transport assays
In order to test these predictions we performed a set of experiments using two differently-
labeled protein tracers: GFP-nucleoplasmin (GFP-NP), and BSA labeled chemically with synthetic 
SV40  large  T-antigen  NLS  (BSA-NLS),  and  dyed  with  tetramethyl  rhodamine.  Nuclear 
accumulation assays were performed using cell-free nuclei reconstituted in  Xenopus egg extract 
(Lohka MJ et al, 1983; Newmeyer DD et al, 1986).  Molecular concentrations were calibrated by 
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy and probed dynamically by confocal fluorescence intensity. 
First, GFP-NP was introduced at some initial concentration and allowed to reach steady-state over a 
period of at least 90 min. BSA-NLS was then introduced to the cytosol at varying concentrations, 
from 230 nM to 3.6 µM, and the nuclear concentrations of both substrates were followed over time. 
The cytosolic concentrations remained constant due to the negligible volume fraction of the nuclei. 
In all cases the GFP-NP exited as BSA-NLS entered. Fig 1A shows two representative curves with 
GFP-NP and BSA-NLS concentrations as marked. Note that addition of one substrate causes an 
egress of the other, and that the two substrates reach similar nuclear to cytosolic ratios in steady 
state, as predicted. In Fig 1B the asymptotic steady-state  [C ]N /[C ]C  ratios are shown for both 
substrates,  where  the  cytosolic  GFP-NP concentration  was  600  nM.  The  two  substrates  reach 
approximately equal ratios for each cytosolic level of cytosolic BSA-NLS. For higher BSA-NLS 
concentrations, the common, steady-state nuclear to cytosolic ratio decreases. This suggests that the 
system of nuclear accumulation has a finite capacity that can be distributed among cargo substrates. 
When challenged with a high concentration in one specific cargo, the nuclear concentrations of all 
others adjust to accommodate.
In order to emphasize further the common nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio, we performed a 
different sort of comparative kinetic assay. First,  GFP-NP and BSA-NLS were introduced to an 
import assay together, and their [C ]N /[C ]C ratio was followed over time. Fig 2A shows that the 
two  curves  track  each  other  accurately.  The  fact  that  the  normalized  curves  behave  similarly 
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concentrations were employed but in the mode of Fig 1A. The titration order was reversed; BSA-
NLS was added initially and allowed to reach steady-state, after which GFP-NP was added. As 
GFP-NP accumulated in the nucleus the BSA-NLS substrate moved outward, shown in Fig 2B. 
Notably, the two substrates reached the same steady-state value seen in Fig 2A. These data further 
confirm the thermodynamic operation of the nucleocytoplasmic transport system; the endpoint is 
independent of the kinetic path taken to reach it.
If cargo added to the cytoplasm can reach the nucleus only after binding a transport receptor, 
then  the  kinetics  with  which  receptors  redistribute  to  cargo  in  the  cytoplasm  should  have  a 
determining influence on the kinetics of nuclear accumulation. In the background of endogenous 
cargoes, one would expect relatively fast accumulation if the probe affinity is stronger than the 
endogenous, and vice versa. Eqn. 6 provides a framework to predict this partitioning. The initial 
rate of accumulation is the product of the permeability  pTC and the concentration [TC x]
C ,  with 
the important caveat that establishment of the equilibrium distribution of receptors and cargoes is 
presumed.  A more  complete  development  appears  in  Supplementary  Information,  along  with  a 
comparison to data of a recent paper in which nuclear accumulation kinetics were measured in yeast 
cells  for  a  range  NLS-receptor  affinities  (Hodel  AE  et  al,  2006).  The  prediction  and  the 
measurements show a striking qualitative agreement.
Conservation of transport factors
In order to better understand the system operation we return to the thermodynamic model. In 
the mathematical expression we can specifically require that transport factors are conserved on the 
relevant time scale; i.e., they are exchanged between the nucleus and cytoplasm, but otherwise they 
are neither created nor destroyed.  We begin with Ran. It is small enough to pass the nuclear pore 
autonomously, but its flux is enhanced by association with receptors, [N] for RanGDP, and [T] or 
[E] for RanGTP. We presume that the activities of RanGEF and RanGAP suffice to maintain nuclear 
Ran as RanGTP and cytoplasmic Ran as RanGDP. In the cytoplasm, [T] and [E] do not interact with 
RanGDP, while  [ N ]C[ R' ]C ⇔ [ NR' ]C .  In  the nucleus,  [N]  does  not  interact  with RanGTP. 
Hypothetically, in the absence of cargo the receptors would equilibrate individually with nuclear 
RanGTP: [T ]N[R]N ⇔ [TR]N  (or [ E]N[R]N ⇔ [ER ]N ). The receptor-RanGTP complexes 
pass back to the cytoplasm with a permeability pTR (pER) where they dissociate upon hydrolysis of 
the GTP and conversion of [R] to [R']. As [TR] ([ER]) complexes are absent from the cytoplasm 
their efflux rate  is simply proportional to their nuclear concentration. Similarly, the influx of [NR’]C  
is proportional to its concentration in the cytoplasm. We can thus write the total influx of RanGDP 
and efflux of RanGTP as:
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(7) J R' = p R' [R' fr ]
C  pNR' [NR' ]
C ,
(8) J R = pR[R fr ]
N pTR [TR ]
N pER [ER ]
N .
The Ran system that drives nucleocytoplasmic transport can reach steady-state only if these fluxes 
are equal.
J R' and  J R  are plotted schematically in  Fig 3A along horizontal  axes of opposing 
orientation  for  [R]  and  [R'],  considering  first  a  closed  cell  with  finite  volume.  The  total  Ran 
concentration is conserved in their sum anywhere along this axis. The shapes of the curves reflect 
possible binding equilibria and proportions of autonomous and receptor-mediated transport. (The 
lower  dashed  lines  show  autonomous  transport  only,  where  flux  is  simply  proportional  to 
concentration in each compartment.) The intersection of the curves defines a working point for the 
Ran  system  where  influx  and  efflux  are  in  detailed  balance.  In  the  special  case  of  a  large 
cytoplasmic reservoir, Fig. 3B,  [N]C and  [R’]C  are unaffected by nuclear transport, and therefore 
J R' is also constant, albeit with a specific value that depends on details. This defines a single 
working  point  to  which  J R  must  accommodate  by  adjustment  of  [R]N ,  [TR ]N ,  and 
[ER]N , which allows for a family of hypothetical curves intersecting the working point.
In addition to Ran, the flux of NTRs passing the nuclear pore must come to detailed balance 
in order to support a steady state behavior. In particular, the flux balance of [T] is expressed as:
(9) pT [T fr ]
C  pTC [TC ]
C = pT [T fr]
N  pTR[TR]
N  pTC [TC ]
N .
With [TC ]C = [TC ]N  at steady-state,
(10) ss: pTR[TR]
N = pT [T fr ]
C −[T fr ]
N  = pT T fr .
When  cargoes  are  more  abundant  than  receptors,  and  the  concentrations  of  both  exceed  the 
equilibrium affinity between them, the vast majority of receptors will be bound. Therefore [Tfr] will 
be very small in both compartments, and the difference T fr still smaller. Inevitably, in steady 
state  the  contribution  to  the  RanGTP  flux  by  “import”  receptors  [T]  is  close  to  zero;
pTR[TR]
N ≈ 0  and either the pore permeability or the nuclear concentration of [TR]N must be 
vanishingly  small.  The  remaining  terms  in  Eqns.  7  and  8  for  the  Ran  flux  balance  represent 
autonomous transport and egress in complex with exportins, [E].  In that case, we have
(11) ss : pR' [R ' fr ]
C  pNR' [NR ' ]
C ≈ pER [ER ]
N  pR[R fr ]
N .
At  steady  state,  NTF2-mediated  import  of  RanGDP is  balanced  primarily  by  so-called  export 
receptors carrying RanGTP. 
Coupling of independent pathways
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We next consider that the single Ran system serves multiple NTRs associated with distinct 
families of NLS. This suggests the possibility of coupling between different pathways, similar to the 
coupling between accumulation of different substrates of the same receptor. Aside from importin 
α/β1, the best characterized is the transportin pathway (Pollard VW et al, 1996; Lee SJ et al, 2003). 
Therefore we performed the competition assay of  Fig 1 using BSA-NLS and a GFP fusion to the 
transportin substrate hnRNP A1 (GFP-A1). GFP-A1 was allowed to reach steady-state, and then 
BSA-NLS was added. Results appear in Fig 4, where we see that indeed the nuclear concentration 
of transportin  substrate decreases as the importin  substrate accumulates. Nuclear RanGTP must 
partition between the various NTRs ( [T 1] , [T 2] , etc), and addition of a new cargo leads to a 
repartitioning equivalent to a move between the different curves shown schematically in Fig 3B. In 
steady state the net flux of Ran must still be balanced with J R' = J R . Thus, indirectly, addition of 
cargo  directed  to  one  NTR affects  the  ability  of  nuclear  Ran  to  compete  with [TC ]N for  all 
receptors. The increased load thus causes a general reduction in nuclear accumulation of cargo.
Discussion
The cellular subsystem for regulated nucleocytoplasmic transport may be viewed according 
to  two  fundamentally  different  paradigms.  The  first  is  essentially  kinetic.  The  nuclear  pore  is 
considered in this light as an active molecular transporter, and specific interactions taking place at 
the pore should determine its transport properties. Nuclear “import” and “export” arise as natural 
concepts if the pore is capable of vectorial delivery. As the nomenclature suggests, an importin 
carries its cargo in and an exportin carries it out. This paradigm inspires the mechanistic dissection 
of interactions between receptors and the pore, including models based on affinity gradients (Pyhtila 
B et al, 2003; Ben-Efraim I et al, 2001) or sliding peristalsis  (Melcák I et al, 2007). An alternate 
viewpoint is more thermodynamic. The nuclear pore is then one part of a system that operates as a 
molecular  pump,  or  machine,  for  accumulation  of  nuclear  protein  cargoes.  The  pore  provides 
selectivity in this picture by restricting translocation to legitimate receptor complexes.
Directionality of translocation remains a matter of current debate in the literature. On one 
hand, continuous shuttling between the nucleus and cytoplasm is traditionally thought to require 
both NLS and NES sequences (Hodel AE et al, 2006; Riddick G et al, 2007). On the other hand, as 
discussed in the introduction there are recurring reports of retrograde transport, and we have shown 
that NLS cargo moves bidirectionally with its receptor. Steady-state represents a balanced flux, i.e., 
a  continuous  exchange  (Kopito  RB  et  al,  2007).  We  must  emphasize  that  assays  relying  on 
fluorescence  intensity  alone  cannot  detect  this  exchange,  which  occurs  even  when  the  nuclear 
concentration is substantially higher than the cytoplasmic.  In a completely independent context, 
photobleaching  of  the  Bicoid  morphogen  in  Drosophila embryo  nuclei  showed  repeated,  fast 
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recovery  consistent  with  bidirectional  shuttling  (Gregor  T et  al,  2007).  Single-molecule  studies 
provide the most direct view of interactions at the pore (Yang W et al, 2004; Kubitscheck U et al, 
2005; Tokunaga M et al, 2008). Bidirectional transport has been recognized as “abortive events” in 
single-molecule  observation  (Yang W et  al,  2006). The  enigma is  resolved  in  recognizing  that 
“import” refers to net nuclear accumulation of a protein population, rather than targeted delivery of 
the individual molecules. Classical nuclear import thus strongly resembles what has been known as 
“nuclear shuttling” (Michael WM, 2000).
The present study was motivated by the thermodynamic paradigm. We first built a simple, 
first  principles  model  of  regulated,  receptor-mediated  transport.  A  realistic  comparison  to 
nucleocytoplasmic transport requires two explicit constraints. The first accounts for the background 
of endogenous, cellular cargoes that compete with the fluorescent probe in the transport system. The 
second  is  conservation  of  the  system  components.  The  latter  is  equivalent  to  the  notion  that 
nucleocytoplasmic transport does not depend on synthesis or degradation of factors other than GTP. 
The new model made a number of provocative predictions. We set out to test these experimentally, 
and found them well justified. In particular, the model suggested that the steady-state nuclear to 
cytoplasmic concentration ratio of an import substrate should be independent of its affinity to the 
transport receptor. Therefore different proteins addressing the same receptor should reach similar 
ratios. By extension, the ratio observed with a fluorescent probe should represent the corresponding 
ratio of endogenous cargoes as well. Note that this applies only to the soluble fraction of any given 
protein; binding to immobile structures sequesters the substrate from the transport system. (Again, 
fluorescence intensity measures the sum of soluble and immobilized substrate; alone, it may provide 
a misleading measure of the transport process, whose evaluation requires a dynamic technique such 
as fluorescence correlation spectroscopy or fluorescence recovery after photobleaching.) Moreover, 
the total capacity for nuclear accumulation of all substrates should be finite, suggesting that import 
of one cargo should cause an egress of all  others.  In fact we found that this  coupling between 
substrates  occurs  even  for  cargoes  that  address  different  transport  receptors.  This  was  quite 
unanticipated, but reflects the fact that a single Ran system regulates the entire importin β family.
 Thermodynamically,  it  is  reasonable  that  a  given  rate  of  GTP to  GDP conversion  can 
maintain only a finite cargo concentration in the nucleoplasm. GTP to GDP conversion is expressed 
in our model by the outward flux of RanGTP, J R . Conservation of Ran demands that  J R  is 
equal to the inward flux of RanGDP, J R' . Demanding conservation of NTRs in addition to Ran 
led to  a  paradox:  we could  not  account  simultaneously for  the  steady-state  behavior  observed, 
together with recycling of RanGTP to the cytoplasm by the NTR itself. Another exit pathway for 
RanGTP was  required.  While  this  could  be  supplied  by  the  overall  complement  of  exportin 
receptors, it is worth recalling that the major transport receptor importin α/β normally operates as a 
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heterodimer. The β unit is often considered the biochemical receptor per se, while the α molecule 
acts as the adapter to the NLS. In fact,  α normally binds to NLS only when already bound to  β 
(Catimel B et al, 2001; Kobe B, 1999; Harreman MT et al, 2003; Fanara P et al, 2000; Fradin C et 
al,  2005),  so that  the  receptor  for  classical  NLS cargo is  properly  the  heterodimer.  After  their 
dissociation, α may return to the cytoplasm with CAS and RanGTP, and β should also return to the 
cytoplasm with RanGTP. This suggests that an essential role for α is in sustaining the balanced flux 
of Ran. Substrates that bind to importin β directly see essentially a distinct receptor. Direct binding 
might hinder assembly of the heterodimer. This is probably the case for the synthetic importin  β 
binding domain of importin α, a popular substrate in transport assays.
The  thermodynamic  paradigm might  be  regarded  as  an  extension  of  “transport  cycles”, 
where the coupling of hydrolysis to cargo delivery is satisfied only statistically. Indeed the two 
models converge in the particular limit of infinite RanGTP. By contrast, all indications from our 
results  suggest  that  RanGTP is  limiting.  In  spite  of  its  higher  affinity  to  the  importin  family 
receptors, it must compete against all soluble cargoes that accumulate in the nucleus. A detailed 
simulation showed that elevated RanGEF (RCC1) may lead to sequestering of Ran in the nucleus, 
and  that  this  may even inhibit  NLS-cargo import  (Riddick  G et  al,  2005).  Another  simulation 
predicted the possibility that cargo competition to RanGTP could lead to bidirectional exchange, 
though the consequences were not fully explored  (Görlich D et al,  2003). The question of Ran 
recycling  also distinguishes  the  present  paradigm from that  of  transport  cycles.  We found that 
mediation  of  Ran  recycling  by  import  receptors  alone violates  their  conservation;  it  must  be 
complemented by exportins or CAS. Interestingly, it was observed that recycling of importin β can 
occur independently of Ran  (Kose S et al,  1999); this corresponds to the [Tfr] term in our flux 
balance  equations The  coupling  that  we  have  observed  between  behavior  of  different  import 
substrates is explained very naturally by the saturation of their common regulator in a system whose 
behavior depends primarily on chemical partitioning.
We are not able to reconcile the present findings with a purely kinetic view of the nuclear 
pore. Addition of one “import” substrate after another could hardly be expected to “export” the first. 
The convergence of nuclear to cytoplasmic ratios for different substrates, one accumulating and the 
other diluting, is quite unthinkable if “import” is governed locally at the pore. It is also hard to 
imagine the observed coupling between importin  β and transportin substrates in a paradigm that 
focuses solely on their arrival from one side of the pore. We conclude that the model, the data, and 
the  agreement  between  them  strongly  support  a  thermodynamic  view  of  nucleocytoplasmic 
transport as a cellular system based on chemical partitioning. Conditions in the cytoplasmic and 
nuclear  volumes  surrounding  the  nuclear  envelope  determine  the  kinetics  and  direction  of  net 
substrate translocation, and the constraints of conservation couple between cellular import pathways 
in subtle ways. The essential role of the nuclear pore is as a selective filter for receptors and their 
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complexes. The basic physical principles that provide this local selectivity are a subject of intense, 
independent investigations (Rout MP et al, 2000; Ribbeck K et al, 2002; Frey S et al, 2007; Macara 
IG, 2001; Peters R, 2005; Zilman A et al, 2007; Bickel T et al, 2002; Kustanovich T et al, 2004; 
Kapon R et al, 2008; Naim B et al, 2007). To some degree it can be reconstituted synthetically 
(Caspi Y et al, 2008; Jovanovic-Talisman T et al, 2008; Frey S et al, 2007). In the physiological 
situation, cargo translocation certainly involves an intricate set of nucleoporin-receptor interactions 
at the pore, some of which may involve also RanGTP (Lyman SK et al, 2002; Nakielny S et al, 
1999; Shah S et al, 1998). Recent single-molecule measurements by microinjection to living cells 
(Dange T et  al,  2008) showed that receptor-mediated translocation of the pore is  rapid,  with a 
narrow distribution of dwell times comparable to in vitro measurements. This finding is consistent 
with the present data in indicating that local intermediates at the pore appear not to play a direction-
determining or rate limiting role in the integrated transport  system behavior,  i.e.,  in kinetics or 
steady-state accumulation of NLS-cargo. 
Experiments  were  performed  in  a  particular,  perhaps  peculiar  environment  with  an 
essentially infinite cytoplasm.  In vitro studies with permeabilized cells are similar in this respect 
(Adam SA et al,  1990).  The large cytoplasm provides convenient conditions in which to study 
transport,  and  lessons  about  the  role  of  the  pore  itself  can  be  extended  to  other  cellular 
implementations. The basic considerations presented here are equally valid for cells with a confined 
cytoplasm. The major difference is expressed in the working point of the Ran balance as shown in 
Fig  3.  For  a  large  cytoplasmic  reservoir,  the  concentrations  of  all  molecules  and  molecular 
complexes  there  are  independent  of  their  nuclear  accumulation.  In  cells,  by  contrast,  nuclear 
accumulation depletes the cytoplasm. Furthermore,  the protein stock is in a continuous state of 
expression and degradation even in homeostasis. To the extent that this turnover is independent of 
the transport mechanism, however, i.e., that Ran or receptor degradation is not required in order to 
transport cargo, the constraint of conservation remains in force and the lessons of the model remain 
the same. Experiments by other groups in live cells have found rather similar, approximately first-
order kinetics, typically with modest nuclear to cytoplasmic ratios (Rihs HP et al, 1991; Hu W et al, 
2005; Timney BL et al, 2006; Riddick G et al, 2005). Another recent work addressed the saturating 
ratio issue specifically, comparing direct and  α-mediated binding to importin  β (Riddick G et al, 
2007). While they found distinctly differing ratios in steady-state, the probe cargoes included an 
engineered  NES  so  a  direct  comparison  is  not  possible.  One  study  in  yeast  provided  a 
comprehensive  scan  of  NLS  affinities,  and  reported,  without  explanation,  a  complex  relation 
between affinity and the nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio measured in an unsynchronized culture (Hodel 
AE et al, 2006). Our thermodynamic model provides an independent prediction for the dependence 
of  accumulation  kinetics  on  receptor-cargo  affinity.  The  kinetics  reflect  the  redistribution  of 
endogenous  cargoes  to  available  receptors  in  the  cytoplasm  when  a  new  substrate  is  added. 
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Accumulation  kinetics  will  be  fast  if  the  affinity  is  higher  than  a  weighted  average  of  the 
endogenous cargo, and slow if the affinity is weaker. The model's prediction is qualitatively very 
similar to the prior observations in yeast.
Ran has been assigned the role of transport directionality regulator. On the other hand, we 
have  shown  that  net  nuclear  accumulation  does  not  imply  directional  transport  of  individual 
molecular  substrates.  What  advantage,  then,  does  Ran regulation  provide  over  simple  receptor-
mediated transport without a competitive regulator? The latter process is also able in principle to 
transport substrates from one compartment to the other; upon interaction with the target site the 
receptor-cargo bond is lost. Ran regulation may provide fast kinetics for a wide range of substrates, 
as has been suggested (Stewart M, 2007). We suggest that a major feature of Ran regulation, rather 
than imposing a strict directionality through the nuclear pore, is in permitting nuclear accumulation 
of substrates in soluble form  (Phair RD et al, 2000; Pederson T, 2000; Grünwald D et al, 2008; 
Costa M et al, 2006). This provides a means for scanning nuclear binding sites with weak affinities 
by transient interaction (Gorski SA et al, 2006). The target sites do not need to release the transport 
receptor.  Soluble  protein  also  provides  a  material  bridge  between  the  nucleoplasm  and  the 
cytoplasm,  and  a  direct  means  for  molecular  communication  between  the  two  cellular 
compartments. This may have far-reaching consequences for signaling, cell fate, and development 
(Coppey M et al, 2007).
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Materials and Methods
Tetramethyl rhodamine labeled BSA-NLS was prepared as in (Salman H et al, 2001). GFP-
nucleoplasmin and clarified crude Xenopus egg extract for nuclear reconstitution were prepared as 
in (Kopito RB et al, 2007). The measurement apparatus was a custom-built microscope with water-
immersion optics (Zeiss C-Apochromat X40/1.2) incorporating differential interference contrast and 
epi-fluorescence  imaging  with  fluorescence  correlation  spectroscopy  using  a  pair  of  avalanche 
photodiodes (Perkin Elmer, Inc.). The instrument was modified for two color collection using Ar 
ion (488 nm) and green HeNe (543 nm) lasers coupled into a single optical fiber. Emission filters 
(Chroma, Inc.) were well separated spectrally (530/30 nm, and 610/75 nm). Fluorescent substrate 
concentrations  were  calibrated  individually  by fluorescence  correlation  spectroscopy.  Cross-talk 
between the blue excitation and the red emission channel was eliminated by a linear transformation 
after calibration of the individual emission intensities for each substrate, and verified by testing of 
known mixtures.
Nuclei  were  assembled  by  mixing  the  egg extract  with  demembranated  Xenopus sperm 
nuclei and an ATP regeneration system, and incubating for 90 minutes. Nuclei were visualized by 
differential  interference  contrast  microscopy.  Competitive  import  assays  were  performed  by 
introducing the first fluorescent substrate to two separate assembly reactions. One was introduced to 
the  microscope  immediately  in  order  to  follow  accumulation  until  steady-state  was  attained, 
typically 90 minutes. The second fluorescent substrate was then introduced to the second reaction, 
and transferred quickly to the microscope for kinetic measurement. Once a new steady-state was 
reached,  the  sample  was  scanned  for  nearby  nuclei.  The  steady-state  nuclear  to  cytoplasmic 
substrate ratio was then measured for at least 10 nuclei.
The model presented here is analytical in nature. It was analyzed using Matlab (Wolfram 
Research), and plots were prepared using Origin (OriginLab).
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Figure & Table Legends
Figure 1. Accumulation of one nuclear “import” cargo drives the efflux of a second. In steady-
state  both  cargoes  reach  similar  nuclear  to  cytoplasmic  concentration  ratios.  (A)  GFP-
nucleoplasmin (GFP-NP) was allowed to accumulate until steady-state, and then a TRITC-labeled 
bovine serum albumin, chemically labeled with SV40 large T-antigen nuclear localization signals 
(BSA-NLS), was introduced. As BSA-NLS accumulated (red curves), the nuclear concentration of 
GFP-NP (green curves)  was depleted.  For the assay,  GFP-NP represents one component of the 
endogenous protein population ( [Ce] ), while the BSA-NLS is introduced as the probe  ( [Cx]
). Concentrations as marked. The fits show first-order kinetics. (B) Steady-state concentrations were 
measured for a constant initial concentration of GFP-NP (600 nM) and progressively increasing 
concentrations  of  BSA-NLS as marked along the horizontal  axis.  Both substrates reach similar 
values  of  [C ]N /[C ]C for  each  BSA-NLS  concentration.  The  fit  is  to  the  form 
[C ]N
[C ]C
=
A
B[C ]C
. The inset shows the same data plotted as [C ]N vs. [C ]C , and the fit in 
the Michaelis-Menten form following (Kopito RB et al,  2007).
Figure 2. Nuclear accumulation reflects a thermodynamic target. (A) GFP-NP and BSA-NLS 
substrates were introduced to the import assay together. The kinetics of their accumulation are very 
similar. The red curve shows a first-order fit to the BSA-NLS. Concentrations as marked. (B) BSA-
NLS was first allowed to accumulate to steady-state, and then GFP-NLS was introduced. Note that 
the order is opposite that of Figure 1. Again, the initial substrate exits the nucleus when challenged 
by the second cargo, consistent with a finite total capacity for nuclear accumulation. Additionally, 
both substrates reach similar ratios [C ]N /[C ]C when steady-state is restored, and this ratio is equal 
to that shown in panel A. This demonstrates that the steady-state is a thermodynamic endpoint that 
may be reached by different kinetic paths.
Figure 3. Conservation of Ran. The inward flux of Ran as RanGDP, J R' , depends on the 
level  of cytoplasmic RanGDP and availability  of NTF2 receptors.  The outward flux of  Ran as 
RanGTP, J R ,  depends  on  the  nuclear  concentration  of  free  RanGTP,  as  well  as  “import” 
receptors [T ]N and “export” receptors [ E]N . Dissipation of chemical energy takes the form of 
GTP hydrolysis on Ran, i.e., the conversion of RanGTP to RanGDP. The rate of dissipation is thus 
proportional to  J R . (A) For a cell of closed volume, the total number of Ran is conserved. A 
binding equilibrium between [ R' ]C and [ N ]C leads to a flux J R' = p R' [R' ]
C  p NR' [NR' ]
C , 
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shown in red  with  hypothetical  parameters  for  permeabilities  and  affinities.  A similar  curve  is 
shown  in  green  for  J R = pR [R]
N  pTR[TR]
N  p ER[ ER]
N .  Note  that  the  nuclear  RanGTP 
concentration [ R]N is plotted ascending to the left. The intersection of the curves represents the 
working point for the transport system where total Ran is conserved. For comparison, the dotted 
lines represent autonomous flux of Ran, without facilitation by receptors. The total quantity of Ran 
is conserved and equal for any vertical line (dashed, in blue). For the example, concentrations are 
shown for a nuclear volume one fourth of the total cell.  (B) In the case of a large cytoplasmic 
reservoir,  or  syncytium, [ R' ]C and [ N ]C remain  unaffected  by  transport  since  the  nuclear 
volume  is  negligible.  Thus J R' and J R must  remain  balanced.  Nuclear  RanGTP  may 
nonetheless repartition among the free form [ R]N and complexes with receptors, represented by 
the set of green curves. Addition of cargo may affect this balance.
Figure 4. Competition  between  cargoes  of  distinct  receptors.  A GFP hybrid  of  hnRNP A1 
protein, a transportin substrate, was first allowed to accumulate to steady-state, and then TRITC 
BSA-NLS was introduced. The concentration of the first decreased while the second accumulated. 
The two pathways are coupled through the nuclear RanGTP, which must alter its distribution among 
the available receptors in order to balance the RanGDP influx.
Table 1. Protein interactions involved in the nucleocytoplasmic transport of protein cargoes 
bearing nuclear localization signals (NLS). The small GTPase Ran exists in GDP (R') and GTP (R) 
states, governed by the auxiliary factors RanGAP in the cytoplasm and RanGEF (RCC1) in the 
nucleus.  Transport  receptors  facilitate  the  passage  of  bound  cargo  through  the  nuclear  pore: 
generically importins (T) and exportins (E). Importins bind their NLS-cargo (C) competitively with 
RanGTP, exportins cooperatively with RanGTP. Both essentially deplete the nucleus of RanGTP, 
while neither T nor E interacts with RanGDP. Ran may exchange autonomously, with conversion to 
GTP or GDP form on arrival; RanGDP transport is facilitated by NTF2 (N). Arrows for the nuclear 
pore  represent  the  direction  of  flux:  one-sided  when  the  substrate  exists  only  in  the  cis 
compartment, double-sided in the case of cis-trans exchange. Net flux of each substrate is simply 
proportional to its concentration difference with a set of permeabilities  p. The nuclear pore is not 
considered  to  impose  any  preferential  directionality. It  is  worth  noting  that  the  major  receptor 
importin α/β1 binds NLS-cargo as a heterodimer. While this study focuses on nuclear accumulation, 
or “import”, the cytoplasmic return of importin α alone is facilitated at least in part by the dedicated 
exportin CAS, in complex with RanGTP (not shown).
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Table 1.
cytoplasm pore nucleus
T  C i ⇔ TC i TC i ⇔ T  C i
T  R'  TR TR ⇔ T  R
E  R '  ER ER ⇔ E  R
N  R ' ⇔ NR ' NR'  N  R
R' R
Supplementary Information
We consider the nuclear accumulation kinetics of a new substrate into a transport system that 
has already reached steady state with regard to the endogenous cargo. Supplementary Figure S1 shows 
the dependence of initial rate on the affinity of the new probe when added to a fractional concentration 
of  1% of  the total  endogenous.  The curves are  calculated from the equation:  x
C
e
e
C
x
C
e
C
x
KC
KC
TC
TC
][
][
][
][
=
 . 
Endogenous affinities may be considered hypothetically uniform, as marked on the graph, or a mean 
value weighted by the concentration of each endogenous cargo. Time units on the vertical axis are 
arbitrary as they will depend on the particular permeabilities pTC , and the initial rate is just the product 
pTC x [TC x ]
C
. Qualitatively, the new probe will enter the nucleus quickly if it displaces cytoplasmic 
receptors from the endogenous cargoes, i.e., if its affinity is relatively strong. It will enter slowly if its 
affinity is weak relative to the endogenous, as in that case it will have little access to the transport 
receptors in the cytoplasm. The effect  is  dramatic,  and may effectively determine the potential  for 
nuclear accumulation on a relevant time scale. The model prediction bears a striking relation to Fig 5 in 
(Hodel  AE et  al,  2006),  where  nuclear  accumulation  was  measured  in  yeast  as  a  function  of  the 
substrate NLS affinity to receptors.
Figure S1
